Introduction
The aim of this paper is to examine topological branched coverings which were introduced in [5] . They appear naturally in algebraic and analytic geometry and they have been considered mostly in PL category (see for example [7] , [2] and [4] ). We introduce new notions which may be useful not only for examining topological branched coverings: a strong mapping at a point, a locally strong mapping and a spreading mapping. After proving that, under certain assumptions, the only branched coverings with the Absolute Covering Homotopy Property are unbranched coverings, we give two sufficient conditions for the Arc Lifting Property. We also characterize finite and locally finite nondegenerate graphs as branched coverings over the unit circle S 1 with one-point singular set.
Basic definitions
A continuous surjection p : E → B is called a (topological) branched covering if there exists a nowhere dense set ∆ ⊂ B such that p|p −1 (B \ ∆) :
B \∆ is a covering mapping. The set B \∆ is called a regular set of the branched covering p, whereas ∆ its singular set. For a given branched covering p : E → B we define the minimal singular set ∆(p) consisting of all points b ∈ B which have no evenly covered neighbourhood. This set is always closed.
Assume that p : E → B is a branched covering with singular set ∆. We say that p is without holes when, for every S ⊂ E, the inclusion ∆ ∩ p(S) ⊂ p(S) holds. On the other hand, if p −1 (∆ ∩ p(S)) ⊂ p −1 (p(S)) for every S ⊂ E then we say that p is without missing branches. Example 3. Every covering is a branched covering with ∆ = ∅. This is the reason why it is without holes and without missing branches.
A branched covering p is called simple if each b ∈ ∆ has a neighbourhood U in B such that the punctured neighbourhood U \ {b} is open and evenly covered. We define the singular degree of a branched covering as the maximal cardinality of singular fibres if it is finite, and ∞ otherwise. The regular degree of a branched covering is the same quantity for regular fibres. Moreover, we say that p has a finite degree of branching if for every e ∈ p −1 (∆) there exist a natural number M and a neighbourhood U of e such that fibres of the mapping
to be primitive if its singular degree equals 1.
If every point b ∈ B has a neighbourhood V such that each point
belongs to a certain set Z ⊂ E which is homeomorphically mapped onto V by p, then p is said to be decomposable into homeomorphisms . Finally, let p be a simple branched covering with singular set ∆. We say that p is with homeomorphisms on sheets if for every b ∈ ∆ and its open, evenly covered punctured neighbourhood U \{b} every homeomorphism p|W α from a sheet W α over U \{b} can be extended to a homeomorphism onto the neighbourhood U of b.
It is easy to see that every branched covering with homeomorphisms on sheets is decomposable into homeomorphisms.
Strong and locally strong mappings
Let f : X → Y be a mapping of topological spaces. We say that f is strong at
If f is strong at each point of its domain then it is strong.
We say that f is locally strong at x ∈ X when there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that f |U is strong at x. If f is locally strong at every x ∈ X then f is called locally strong.
The following facts are obvious:
(1) A mapping f : X → Y is strong at x ∈ X if and only if for every generalized sequence {x α } α∈A , where A is a directed set, the condition Proof. Apply the relevant definitions.
Remark. The condition of strongness on p −1 (∆) cannot be replaced by the condition of local strongness or openness. 
Spreading mappings
Let f : X → Y be a mapping of topological spaces. If the connected components of the preimages of all open sets in Y form a basis of the topology on X then we say that p is a spreading mapping. Likewise, for a point x ∈ X, if the family of connected components L of the preimages of neighbourhoods of f (x) such that x ∈ L forms a vicinity basis of x in X then p is called a spreading mapping at x.
(1) If f : X → Y is a spreading mapping at x then it is continuous at x. ( 2) The domain of a spreading mapping is locally connected. (3) f : X → Y is a spreading mapping if and only if it is a spreading mapping at every e ∈ X. (4) If X is locally connected then any local homeomorphism f : X → Y is a spreading mapping. (5) Let X be a locally connected space, x ∈ X, and Y be any topological space. If f : X → Y is continuous at x and strong at x then it is also a spreading mapping at x. The assumption that f is strong at x cannot be replaced by the assumption that f is locally strong at x (see the following example).
where C i is the closed interval connecting the origin of R 2 with the point (1, 1/i). We add the set
p(x, y) = x and ∆ = {0}. The branched covering p with singular set ∆ is locally strong and continuous. The preimages of neighbourhoods of 0 ∈ B are connected but they do not form a vicinity basis of (0, 0).
Proposition 3. Let E be a locally connected space and let p : E → B be a branched covering onto a topological space B with singular set ∆. If p is strong on p −1 (∆) then it is a spreading mapping.
Proof. This follows from (5) above.
If X and Y are locally connected T 1 -spaces then any spreading mapping from X into Y is called a spread in the sense of R. H. Fox (see [3] ). The language of spreads gives another possibility to define a branched covering. Every surjective branched covering in the sense of R. H. Fox is a branched covering in our sense.
The Absolute Covering Homotopy Property is not in general satisfied for branched coverings
One of the most important properties of unbranched coverings is the Absolute Covering Homotopy Property. A mapping p : E → B has this property when for every topological space X and every mapping f :
The question whether branched coverings also have this property is natural. There is an example of a branched covering where only arcs of the base space are constant mappings (we say that B is totally pathwise disconnected in this case (see for instance [6, p. 31])). However, in "regular" cases branched coverings do not have the ACHP. This is shown in the theorem below. 
decomposition into sheets then, for a given α 0 ∈ A, we obtain: 
This definition does not depend on the choice of c α0 ∈ S α0 and v. Indeed, take another c α0 ∈ S α0 and an arc v :
For every i ∈ I there exist a unique point c
Hence there exists an arc
Injectivity of E α0 . For given i, j ∈ I such that E α0 (i) = E α0 (j) we know that 
. By the ACHP, there exists a lifting v f of v which ends at f . There is a unique i 0 ∈ I such that c
Thus f = v f (1) = e i0 . Similar bijections E α exist for all α ∈ A. Let us define, for every α ∈ A, the bijection
and sets
We shall prove that U is evenly covered. We have
The sets W i ∪ {E α0 (i)} (i ∈ I) are pairwise disjoint and p maps each of them bijectively onto U . It suffices to prove that they are all open. All W i (i ∈ I) are open. We shall prove that the set
there exist j ∈ I \{i} and d ∈ V ∩W j which can be joined by an arc l :
Notice that l defines the bijection E α1 , that is,
, are open and the proof is complete.
The Arc Lifting Property
Since branched coverings in "regular" cases do not have the ACHP in general, we shall seek sufficient conditions for the existence of a lifting of an arc. Clearly, we cannot expect the uniqueness of this lifting. 
Theorem 2. Let p : E → B be a branched covering with singular set ∆. If p is decomposable into homeomorphisms then it has the Arc Lifting
If the mapping η n−1 :
∈ E is continuous. By the bijectivity of p|Z n , we have
Theorem 3. Let p : E → B be a primitive branched covering which is strong at all points of p −1 (∆). If ∆ is discrete then p has the ALP.
Proof. We can assume that ∆ = ∆(p). Take an arc η : [0, 1] → B and a point x ∈ p −1 (η(0)). For every b ∈ ∆ there exists a neighbourhood U b such that
By the Lebesgue lemma, there exists a natural number N such that for every n ∈ {1, . . 
. , N } either (A) η([(n−1)/N, n/N ])∩∆ = ∅ or (B) η([(n−1)/N, n/N ])
By definition, we have η n ((n − 1)/N ) = x n , and p
We get the lifting η of η taking the union of all η n (n = 1, . . . , N ) as in the preceding theorem. It is continuous due to the assumption that p is strong at points of p −1 (∆). and the set e i \ e i has one or two points, (E) any subset A ⊂ X is closed in X if and only if A ∩ e i is closed in e i for every i ∈ I (weak topology on X).
Graphs as branched coverings of S
A graph X is nondegenerate if and only if the set of edges is not empty. It is finite if the number of vertices and edges is finite, and it is locally finite if for every x ∈ X 0 the number of edges e i such that x ∈ e i is finite. Proof. The proof is obvious.
Remark. The above mentioned branched covering is not necessarily without holes. To see this, take an infinite sequence of points in different open edges whose images converge to the singular point. 
(6) ∂S has one or two points and S is homeomorphic to S 1 or to [0, 1] , where
of the unit circle.
Proof. The set S 1 \ {s} is simply connected and locally arcwise connected.
Thus the covering p|X \ X 0 : X \ X 0 → S 1 \ {s} is trivial and connected
and its boundary is included in X 0 .
(1) The boundary of S is a compact subset of X 0 .
(2) Since h is a homeomorphism, no point of (0, 1) can be an accumulation point of {t α }.
(3) Follows from compactness of S.
We prove that h(x α ) → 0 ⇒ x α → 0 S . We know that {x α } α∈A has an accumulation point f 1 in ∂S. Assume that f 1 = 0 S . By (2) and (3) 
for every natural n. In each closed interval [t βn , h(x αn )], there exists t n for which h −1 (t n ) ∈ ∂U 0 . The sequence {h −1 (t n )} has an accumulation point in
Let us fix a neighbourhood U of 0 S . We assume that there exists a sequence {t n } in [0, 1] for which t n → 0 but h −1 (t n ) / ∈ U for every natural n. The sequence {h −1 (t n )} is not convergent to 0 S . This contradicts (4). 
The mapping h is continuous, bijective and defined on a compact set. So, it is a homeomorphism. 
is closed in L then this property also holds in X. We shall prove that the union
is locally finite. It suffices to check this at points x ∈ X 0 . The connected neighbourhood V of x which is contained in the neighbourhood {x}
Hence W is a neighbourhood of x. By assumption, there exists a neighbourhood U of x and a natural number M for which p|U \ p −1 (∆) has fibres of not more
The reverse implication is trivial.
So, (X, X 0 ) is a nondegenerate graph. Actually, its local finiteness is already proved.
II) ⇒ I)
. It is obvious that graphs are locally connected. We construct a branched covering in a standard way, so its fibres are discrete. Local finiteness of the graph implies the finite degree of branching of the branched covering. Since connected components of p −1 (S 1 \ {s})} are open edges, their closures are compact.
A topological proof of Bertini's theorem
Topological branched coverings may be applied in some theorems in analytic geometry. We give below the sketch of proof of a topological version of a theorem from Abhyankar's book [1] where the statement becomes more general and the proof is simpler. For the details see [5] . (p) ). Then the loop f at p is equivalent in Y to a loop v whose image does not intersect ∆ (it suffices to take a union of local homotopies). We can choose v such that the loop (v, g), whose image is in X \ (∆ × Z)), is equivalent in X to the loop u.
